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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three guidelines in the toolkit that cover this area of recordkeeping - filing. Guideline 4 – Administrative Record Plan | Guideline 5 – Adapting and Implementing the PARBICA Administrative Record Plan | Guideline 6 – Developing and Implementing Record Plans for Core Business Functions. These can be used as a basis either for updating your existing systems or for creating a new record plan. A record plan is a useful tool in helping you to manage your records efficiently and effectively. Guidance on file titling is also covered by your Government Registry Filing Manual, but this may not be very well known, so that is why we will explore both the PARBICA guidelines and the Tuvalu manual.



Aims of this Session 
 

• Understand what a record plan is and how it relates 
to file titling  

• Understand the concept of functions and activities of 
a government body and how they relate to record 
plans and file titling 

• Introduce PARBICA’s model record plan and the 
other toolkit guidelines associated with it 

• Get to know the Tuvalu Government Registry Filing 
Manual 

• Practice using the Record Plan for file titling 
• Come up with some ideas for development 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the aims of this session are [follow slide].  Explaining what a RP is and why we have developed one. We will explore the importance of good file titling to good records management. We’ll see that a good system for titling files for can make all the difference – especially when you are trying to find a file.We look, in general terms, at the various functions government departments perform. We’ll see that some functions are common to most, if not all, and that many functions are limited to certain departments. Introduce the PARBICA model record plan  We then look closely at the Tuvalu Government Filing Manual We’ll do some activities to help you understand how the Record Plan works and hear from a ministry that has used it.Finally, we’ll talk about how you could use what we cover this afternoon – ideas for developing the manual or your other existing tools.During this process, your role is to learn how the guideline is relevant to your circumstances and think about how the resulting Tuvalu Government Filing Manual will be used in your office. 



Reminder of Recordkeeping Capacity 
Question 7: Can the organisation find 
particular records when it needs them? 

Finding records is easier if you use: 
• A file creation and movement register 
• Secure storage that only RM staff can access 
• A naming and numbering system that all staff 

can understand 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is worth reminding ourselves where record plans fit into the recordkeeping capacity framework we discussed yesterday afternoon: Remember, recordkeeping capacity is structure, resources, processes, rules, SYSTEMS to be able to do the job. We’ll be focussing on the last of these components/tools for enabling your organisation to find records easily.



What is a Record Plan? 

• A Record Plan is a type of file titling system.  
• Other terms you might have heard are: 

– File Index 
– File Plan 
– Thesaurus 
– Business Classification Scheme 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A record plan is a system for developing titles for files. It specifies how records are to be organised and provides a kind of ‘roadmap’ to the records of the agency to help you navigate them. They describe the types of files an agency has and provide guidance on how staff should title and organise those files. A good record plan is one of the essential components of a recordkeeping system. 



Why have a Record Plan? 

• Why have a file titling system? 
– Otherwise: 

• Staff may use their own systems 
• Filing can be inconsistent 
• Filing may not happen 
• Documents might be lost 
• Objectives may not be achieved 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are these things not good?If staff use their own systems then other staff may not understand them and won’t be able to find information when they need it, as well as creating multiple files covering the same thing and information about that thing being spread across those many files because people are not sure which one to file them on – this inconsistency or inaccessibility to files leads to un-necessary duplication, confusion and waste of time and effort.Staff may also be reluctant to place current papers on files if they are unsure that they will be able to locate the information again – this could lead to documents going astray or at least not being centrally accessible.If staff cannot easily find the file they need, they may not be able to access information about past activities to inform their decisions – this means they cannot do their work and meet objectives.



Why have a Record Plan? 

• Records need to be accessible. We need to 
be able to find them when we need them. 

• This means giving them titles that: 
– Reflect what is in the files; and 
– Are understandable to the people using the 

files 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Record Plan should be designed to help staff create titles for their administrative files so that everyone can understand what each file is about. If everyone understands the file’s title, it is easier to make sure that staff do not create new files when the right file is already available. If everyone understands the file’s title and can find that file easily, then they will be more likely to file things and be confident that they can find them again when they need them. They also won’t waste time looking for things.This makes work more efficient because it is easier to make sure that all of the information about a topic is in the one place, so that you have the whole history of the process on one file. This leads to better decision-making because officers have access to all of the information they need to make the right decisions. The department is more accountable because full and records of its administration of a particular activity are captured.As we’ve just touched upon, records need to be accessible not just to those who are creating the files, but to those who will use them, now and in the future (using a nonsensical or obscuring title will not help people to be able to retrieve them for business use or find and use them for historical research). The potential for the items to be retained permanently and publicly accessible does also mean that you need to be business-like about the kind of language used in titles and if the record or file contains sensitive information balance that with the need to make sure the file title reflects the content.



Why have a Record Plan? 
 
 
 

Administration – General – Miscellaneous 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who has seen, used or had to manage files like this?What kinds of records could go in a file like this?Is this a good titling system? Why not? [every business user, RM, archivist and researcher’s worst nightmare, you could put almost anything on this file, it is not specific to an activity, how would anyone know what was filed in here judging by this title, it’s just a dumping ground, an excuse for filing things that you don’t know where to put elsewhere – possibly a sign that your record plan is not complete enough or flexible enough]And yet...probably one of the files you’d find in most recordkeeping systems!



Why have a Record Plan? 

 
 

IM Report on ISO15489 Implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is this a good file title?How do we know what part of the organisation or what business activity it belongs to?How do we understand the context?How does anybody aside from the person who wrote the file title know what it relates to?Information management - auditing – [abbreviation to IM (info mgmt, income mgmt, immigration?), you don’t know the context from where it is stored or the prefix of the title]



Why have a Record Plan? 

• Record Plans help us to avoid general titles 
by: 
– Linking file titles to the work that we do; 

and 
– Providing flexibility to make file titles that 

reflect specific tasks and actions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A record plan should give part of the title of each file, but lets staff, in consultation with records staff, choose file titles that suit the topic of the file. This means they can create a file that is more specifically about the work that they are doing and will be more likely to use it and find it.



What is a Record Plan? 

• Record Plans help us to avoid confusing file 
titles by: 
– making sure everyone uses the same 

words to describe the same thing  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is therefore important that the record plan uses language that is familiar and meaningful to the staff who will use the system. If the system describes the activities documented in the filing system in a consistent fashion this will make it easier for staff to find the files they need – either to retrieve or file documents on. 



Digital Recordkeeping 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is worth emphasising that good controls of file titles, based on a file plan is just as essential for the digital world as well as the physical. You will still have difficulty in locating, retrieving and using information if the documents and folders have not been titled appropriately. If you don’t implement rules, then staff will make up their own, especially if there are no controls built into the system. Same rationale as physical. It is not as easy to put controls on digital files unless you use technical tools or have an EDRMS. Unstructured digital systems will get out of control a lot faster than physical systems. Sometimes people think that because you can find things more easily in a digital filing system (because even a file share is indexed and searchable by title,  content etc.) file titling is not as important for retrieval. It still takes time to run a search and you need to know the relevant terminology to search.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an uncontrolled shared drive. Some of the folders represent functions and some activities but most don’t. The file titles include abbreviations that are not meaningful to everyone. There are a lot of ‘loose’ documents with no context about which function they relate to, because they are not in a folder.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does this look better? Note how this example shows that not only does the records plan enable you to title files well, it also enables you to manage them in a hierarchical context so that the messes of the previous slide can be brought under control.Use the records plan to implement new EDRMS (electronic document management system).Can give it to software vendors to say this is our plan - how can we use this plan in your system you’re trying to sell us?



What is a Record Plan? 

• Records are related to the work that we do 
• Remember – a record is evidence of a 

business transaction  
• No work – no records! 
• So, it makes sense to base the name of a 

record on the business transaction that the 
record is evidence of. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The International Standard on Records Management defines a record as: information created, received and maintained as evidence and information by an organisation or person in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business. (ISO 15489) 



What is a Record Plan? 

• A Record Plan is a system for creating files 
and file titles based on the organisation’s 
FUNCTIONS and ACTIVITIES 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be easier to think of these parts of the file title as Ane has described them in the manual – Main title (function), Sub-title (activity), Content title (transaction/subject)



What is a Record Plan? 

• Functions are the broad aims or purposes an 
organisation is set up to achieve: 
– Part of the Bureau of Public Service 

System’s purpose is: 
• To provide employment services to government 
• To provide training services to government; and 
• To monitor the overall performance of the 

public service 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we wanted to give names to the BPSS’s functions they might be:Employment servicesTraining servicesPerformance monitoring



What is a Record Plan? 

• Activities are the groups of processes or 
actions the organisation takes to carry out its 
functions: 
– to fulfil its function of performance 

monitoring, the BPSS might: 
• Provide advice 
• Publish standards 
• Request reports 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the BPSS’s function of Performance Monitoring we might name these activities as:AdviceConferencesStandardsBureau of Public Service Systems



What is a Record Plan? 

• A file at the BPSS about providing advice to 
Ministries about public service values 
statements could be called: 
– Performance Monitoring – Advice – 

Instructions to Ministries on public service 
values 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What has all this got to do with file titles?We can also use these descriptions of our organisation’s functions and activities to describe our files.



What is a Record Plan? 

• Advantages: 
– Files closely follow work 

• Easier to find the right file to put documents on 
• Easier to be accountable for our work 
• Easier to understand file titles because they use the 

terms we use in our work 
• No need to change filing system when organisation 

structure changes 

– File titles are more flexible and specific 
• Don’t have to think in advance of every possible file title 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why use functions and activities to base your file titling and arrangement system on? [slide point 1] if files follow work and work follows organisations’ function and activities, then it is easy to use the same structure to manage files generated from that work. 1 If you follow the structure in which people do their work, then they will be able to find files arranged by their work. 2 Files arranged by the way we work means we can easily use them as evidence that we are doing what is required in our business.3 Familiar language4 Can adapt when functions move to another organisation etc.5 Just need a framework



Introduction to PARBICA Record Plan:  

Reminder of key concepts:  
Functions = the broad aims or purposes an 

organisation is set up to achieve: 
Activities = the groups of processes or actions 

the organisation takes to carry out its 
functions 

Subjects = The specific action or process taking 
place documented in the file 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s just take a moment to summarise what we have just learned, before we move on to introduce the PARBICA Record Plan [slide content]. It can be easier to think of these parts of the file title as Ane has described them in the manual – Main title (function), Sub-title (activity), Content title (transaction/subject)



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• Record Plans relate to the functions of an 
organisation 

• Each organisation within government has its own 
unique functions,  
– only the BPSS sets standards for public service 

personnel 
– eg only the Passports Office in the Ministry of 

State issues passports 
• Therefore, each organisation needs its own Record 

Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’ve explained that [point 1], but [point 2]. So you need a different one for each organisation....but...



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• But… there are some functions that all 
government organisations do to help them 
carry out their work 
– eg financial management: all Ministries 

need to carry out tasks to manage their 
money, develop budgets, make payments 
etc 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follow slide. These are called administrative functions.



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• PARBICA has  developed a Record Plan for 
the functions that all Ministries carry out: 
– Asset and Resources Management 
– External Relations 
– Financial Management 
– Information Management 
– Personnel and Establishment 
– Strategic Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Follow slide] Point to the guidelines themselves (fat list of headings under these top level ones). Won’t go into detail as we will do that when we do some practice after tea.Tuvalu Maritime Training Institute has adopted these 6 top levels and refers to them as ‘categories’.



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• Administrative or Common functions – the 
functions that all Ministries carry out to 
support their work 
– eg all Ministries have to manage their 

finances 
• Core functions - the functions that only one 

Ministry carries out 
– eg only the Passports Office in the Ministry 

of State issues passports 



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• All Ministries manage their staff and 
establishments  BUT…  BPSS has a 
special responsibility to manage all public 
servants 

• All Ministries manage information BUT…   the 
National Archives has a special responsibility 
to manage records about the government 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always an exception to the rule. These are these agencies core functions and they need their own record plans to reflect that these functions are different to the generic headings in the administrative record plan. That is, BPSS can use the Staff and Establishments heading to manage its own staff BUT…It cannot use this heading for the work it does to manage the staff of other Ministries. Likewise, The National Archives can use the Information Management function to manage its own records BUT…It cannot use this heading for the work it does to manage the national archives collectionIf you try to use the common admin headings there won’t be any headings for some  activities and these may not get filed, or may be filed incorrectly. Also – Record Plan will form the basis of a disposal schedule – if you use the wrong heading in the Record Plan this may lead you to use the wrong heading in the disposal schedule, which might meant that you end up destroying records earlier than you should



Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 

• Record Plans describe the Functions and 
Activities of an organisation 

• These headings can also be used to describe 
the files that document these Functions and 
Activities 

• The PARBICA Record Plan also gives 
examples of the kinds of records that might 
be produced when we carry out these 
functions and activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It works by providing consistent headings that staff can use to develop titles for the files that they create and use. Each file title should have three parts. The Record Plan provides the terms that should be used for the first two parts of each file title. It also provides guidance on how staff should develop the third part of the file title:first part of each file title = very broad heading from the list in this Record Plan that describes a part of the major work each government agency does (functions)second part is another heading from this Record Plan that narrows down the topic in the first heading (activities)third part of the title is a more specific description of the file, which you can create using the guidelines in this Record Plan when you need a new file (subjects)



Reiteration: 
Introducing the PARBICA Record Plan 
• A Record Plan helps to describe records 

consistently so that people can find them 
easily 

• Because each Ministry’s work is unique, each 
Ministry needs its own Record Plan 

• Some functions are carried out by all 
Ministries, and PARBICA has developed a 
Record Plan that can be used by (almost) 
anyone for these functions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, just to go over again what we have covered so far – [slide content]



Related guidelines 

• Guideline 4 – model administrative record 
plan 

• Guideline 5 – advice on how to adapt the 
model administrative record plan 

• Guideline 6 – developing a record plan for 
core functions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is why we have the other two guidelines, about adapting the model plan and developing one for the core functions. Samoa has adopted the model administrative plan and Ane is using it to advice Tuvalu Maritime Training Institute and Home Affairs.



Introducing the Tuvalu Government 
Filing Manual 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve looked at what record plans are, why file titling is important and what the PARBICA model plan contains. We’ll have a look at the Tuvalu manual, which does include some guidance relating to file titling. Ane is now going to introduce this document and the work she’s being doing on it lately.



Group activity: 
Getting to Know the 
Tuvalu Government Filing 
Manual 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not a very well known document? So we will now spend some time looking at the parts of the Manual so that everyone knows it is a resource that aims to ensure consistency. Ane is currently updating this document and would like some feedback on what needs to be improved.



Group activity 

5 groups: 
• 3 groups do sections 1-8 
• 2 groups do sections 4-17 
Each group reports back on: 

• 2 things they consider as being the 
most important messages; and 

• 2 things that they don’t already do 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we would like you to do [slide].Nominate a person in your group to report back.[At Ane’s request – particularly make sure group has understood the reason for the register and for the cross referencing parts of the manual]



Afternoon Tea 

 



How to use the PARBICA 
model record plan for file 
titling 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are going to follow on from the file titling section of the Tuvalu manual and think about file titling in more detail. It sounds like this is an area that some of you would like help with.I know you all have file indexes, so this is an opportunity to think about whether those are working, or need updating. File indexes and record plans are both file titling systems. Maybe we could also discuss how far across the government a unified file titling system could be applied. We’ll talk about how the PARBICA model RP could be used to help with that updating. We’re not suggesting that you change everything, just that this might be a tool to help update what you already have. It is designed to be used as much or as little as you wish – you can adopt the whole thing as it is or take parts of it. First we’ll look at how you use it to decide how to title files.



How to Use the PARBICA Record Plan 

• These are still very broad headings that aren’t much 
help on their own as file titles: 
– Financial Management – Budgeting 
– Asset and Resources Management – Acquisition 

• It is usually more efficient to have more specific file 
titles: 
– so that we can find information quickly 
– so that files don’t  become hard to manage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think back to the importance of file titling and what the PARBICA record plan offers in terms of a model system for this. If you look at the top two levels [slide point 1], it’s still very broad. You could put lots of different subject files under one of these. So, [slide point 2]. Make them more detailed titles.



How to Use the PARBICA Record Plan 

• When we use the PARBICA Record Plan, we 
need to develop file titles in three parts: 
– Function: eg Asset and Resource 

Management 
– Activity: eg Acquisition 
– Subject: eg Purchase of new photocopiers 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make titles more specific [follow slide]. Another way to think about these is Activity, Sub-activity, Subject.This means the title can be more specific to the file contents and people will more easily know which one to file things on. BUT the PARBICA plan only includes the top two and gives IDEAS for the third one, of subject, that’s up to the organisation using it to determine.



How to Use the PARBICA Record Plan 

• Step-by-step: 
– Decide on a function (first part of the file 

title) eg Asset and Resources Management 
– Chose an activity from the list for that 

function (second part of the file title) eg 
Acquisition 

– Develop a title that reflects what the 
document is about (third part of the file 
title) eg Purchase of new photocopiers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, this is the flow of how you would use the PARBICA record plan to title files.For the first part of our file title, we can choose a Function (Activity) heading from the Record PlanFor the second part of our file title, we then choose a Activity (Sub-activity) heading from the relevant part of the Record PlanThe PARBICA Record Plan will only give guidelines on how to develop the third part of the title – it will be up to staff to come up with these headings, but it needs to be controlled by whoever is responsible for records management.



Group activity: 
Using the PARBICA 
Record Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now going to practice using the PARBICA plan to give titles to some example documents. It’s a group exercise. Each group needs to do all the examples please. We have 30 minutes for this exercise.For each document, use the plan to select a title by choosing the best function, activity and then apply a subject yourselves. 



Using the Record Plan - Exercises 

• Look at each sample document 
– Which function? 
– Which activity? 
– What other information would you put in 

the file title? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 mins breakout, 10 mins present back to allGive out sample documents.5 groupsEach group does all documents – i.e. What file title would you give if this was the first document on a file.Report back



Ministry of Home Affairs’ experience of 
using the PARBICA Record Plan 

• Updating the file index 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Home Affairs and Ane will now explain their experience of trying to revise their file index using the PRBICA model record plan.



Using the Record Plan - Discussion 

• What do you think of the Record Plan? 
• Do you think you can use it to improve your 

own existing systems? 
• What would you need as support for this? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
White board all together.10 minsDevelopment would be for each ministry to develop their own file index/filing plan, using PARBICA guidelines 4-6.Challenges to implementing? How about a working group helping one ministry at a time?



Wrap Up 

• Governance is the systems, structures, 
processes and rules used to make decisions, 
take action, manage resources and monitor 
progress 

• We need complete, accurate and reliable 
records to help us make decisions, take 
action and monitor progress 



Wrap Up 

• 10 steps to good recordkeeping were addressed yesterday. 
– Policy 
– Senior management support 
– Assigned responsibilities 
– Training 
– Procedures 
– Understanding recordkeeping requirements 
– ACCESSIBLE RECORDS 
– Authorised disposal 
– Secure storage 
– Performance measures 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We covered the 10 steps to having a strong RK framework in the capacity checklist yesterday. One of those was having accessible records. Change slide.



Wrap Up 

• Record Plans help make records accessible 
– Good file titles reflect what is in the files; 

and 
– Are understandable to the people who use 

the files 
• Using functions and activities helps to make 

file titles consistent and understandable over 
time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to wrap up then and summarise what we have learned.Follow slide. Last point is because if you tie the plans to the work you do then you are consistent with what your organisation does.Next slide is wrap up too.



Wrap Up 

• All organisations have core functions – the 
things they are set up to do 

• All organisations also use administrative or 
common functions – the work they do to 
support their core functions 

• Sometimes core functions and common 
functions can look very similar – we need to 
remember the differences 



Wrap up 
 

• PARBICA’s model administrative record plan and the 
other toolkit guidelines associated with it can be 
adopted or used to help update existing file titling 
systems 

• The Tuvalu Government Registry Filing Manual is a 
resource for guidance on Registry procedures, 
including file titling 

 



Actions 

 
• What next? 

– What you plan to do using the filing manual 
or the Record Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick full group share on how each will use the filing manual from now on. Whiteboard it and record for last day.Ane’s plans for government wide action on filing manual. Resolution to feedback on and then endorse the updated filing manualDo we think we can use PARBICA plan to update filing indexes or not? Would some people want a government wide filing system for admin functions? Working group for each organisation at a time?
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